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1. Introduction

Glioblastoma (GBM), characterized by 
extensive microvascular proliferation and 
is considered the most infiltrative and 
aggressive form of solid brain tumors 
with poor prognoses.[1] The primary route 
of therapeutic delivery to GBM is intrave-
nous, owing to its minimal invasiveness, 
ease of dose management, and compe-
tent delivery to multiple tumor regions.[2] 
However, the blood–brain barrier (BBB) 
severely restricts the non-selective entry 
of solutes from the blood into the brain 
parenchyma. In addition, several studies 
have concluded that an intact BBB in 
both orthotopic GBM xenografts and 
patients limits efficacious drug levels in 
the tumor.[3] Nanoparticles have recently 
attracted significant attention because 
they can traverse BBB, thereby enhancing 
the intratumoral chemotherapeutics and 

Nanoparticles have been explored in glioblastomas as they can traverse 
the blood–brain barrier and target glioblastoma selectively. However, direct 
observation of nanoparticle trafficking into glioblastoma cells and their 
underlying intracellular fate after systemic administration remains unchar-
acterized. Here, based on high-resolution transmission electron microscopy 
experiments of an intracranial glioblastoma model, it is shown that ligand-
modified nanoparticles can traverse the blood–brain barrier, endocytose into 
the lysosomes of glioblastoma cells, and undergo endolysosomal escape 
upon photochemical ionization. Moreover, an optimal dose of metronomic 
chemotherapy using dual-drug-loaded nanocarriers can induce an aug-
mented antitumor effect directly on tumors, which has not been recognized 
in previous studies. Metronomic chemotherapy enhances antitumor effects 
3.5-fold compared with the standard chemotherapy regimen using the same 
accumulative dose in vivo. This study provides a conceptual framework that 
can be used to develop metronomic nanoparticle regimens as a safe and 
viable therapeutic strategy for treating glioblastomas and other advanced-
stage solid tumors.
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targeting GBM selectively. These attributes confer tremendous 
potential to nanoparticles as multifunctional moieties that are 
capable of unraveling intricate GBM mechanisms and thera-
peutic responses.

Despite extensive prior research, there has been no direct 
experimental characterization of nanoparticles that elucidate 
the nanoparticle trafficking into GBM cells and their intra-
cellular fate after intravenous administration.[2,4] Although 
conventional imaging modalities have been used in intravital 
micro scopy or in ex vivo studies on extracted brain sections, 
these imaging modalities use indirect evidence to validate 
nano particles homing to brain tumors (Table S1, Supporting 
Information). However, this indirect evidence leads to a lim-
ited resolution range. Moreover, nanoparticle entry into brain 
tumors is highly challenging and requires overcoming multiple 
physiological barriers. Of note, nanoparticles have recently been 
shown to enter GBM predominantly through an active transen-
dothelial process via brain endothelial cells.[3b] This major 
finding, together with other impeding factors, such as elevated 
interstitial tumor pressures and dense extracellular matrices 
in the tumor microenvironment, have alluded that nanoparti-
cles may predominantly be localized in the perivascular niche 
within the tumor interstitium instead of being endocytosed 
into GBM cells.[4f,5] Resolving the controversy of the underlying 
fate of systemically administered brain targeting nanoparticles 
is crucial to improve therapeutic approaches for clinical transla-
tion of nanomedicine for GBM.

Herein, we report the direct characterization using trans-
mission electron microscopy that validates the traversing 
nature of drug-encapsulated ligand-coated nanoparticles via 
BBB. Following intravenous administration in an orthotopic 
GBM xenograft model, these nanoparticles are endocytosed 
and transported to GBM cell lysosomes, followed by endolyso-
somal escape upon photochemical ionization into the cytosol 
(Figure 1a). We further probed the antitumor mechanisms of 
an optimized low-dose metronomic nanoparticle (MetNano) 
regimen. These mechanistic investigations provided substan-
tial evidence that supports an augmented antitumor effect of 
metronomically administered nanoparticles directly on GBM 
cells, which was not found in previous studies (Figure  1b, 
Table S2, Supporting Information). Notably, the optimized 
MetNano regimen yielded an overall 3.5-fold improvement 
antitumor effects to the maximum tolerated dose in vivo, 
examined at the same accumulative drug dose. Our results 
justify an alternative therapeutic strategy for using MetNano 
regimens to improve the outcomes of glioblastomas and other 
advanced-stage solid tumors.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Preparation of Surface-Modified Multifunctional GBM 
Nanoparticles

We chose neodymium (Nd)-doped nanoparticles (NPs) in this 
study because of their superior photophysical properties such 
as uniformity and high biocompatibility, as seen in our pre-
vious biological studies.[6] We designed and synthesized core–
multishell Nd-NPs with a previously established co-precipitation 

method to enhance their overall luminescence (Figure S1, Sup-
porting Information).[7] Transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) and powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) showed that the core 
NaYF4:Yb/Er (20/2 mol%) denoted as Er-NPs had a uniform 
size of ≈25 nm and possessed a β-phase structure (Figure S2, 
Supporting Information). Upon excitation at 980 nm, Er-NPs 
yielded the expected upconversion peaks. Next, we fabricated 
an NaYF4:Yb/Nd (10/40 mol%) epitaxial shell onto Er-NPs to 
form NaYF4:Yb/Er (20/2 mol%)@NaYF4:Yb/Nd (10/40 mol%) 
(denoted as Er@Nd-NPs). Moreover, we passivated another 
NaYF4 optically inert epitaxial shell to form NaYF4:Yb/Er(20/2 
mol%)@NaYF4:Yb/Nd(10/40 mol%)@NaYF4 (denoted as Er@
Nd@Y-NPs). TEM and XRD showed that both Er@Nd- and Er@
Nd@Y-NPs had uniform diameters of ≈30 and 34 nm, respec-
tively with β-phase structures (Figures S3 and S4, Supporting 
Information). We confirmed the existence of core–multishell 
Nd-NPs using high-angle annular dark-field imaging due to the 
contrast difference in high-angle scattered electrons between 
Nd3+ and Y3+ ions. Moreover, energy-dispersive X-ray spec-
troscopy analysis ascertained the key dopants in Er@Nd@Y-
NPs (Figure 2a). We next examined the photoluminescence of 
Er@Nd- and Er@Nd@Y-NPs. The intensity enhancements of 
≈4.7 and 3.6 fold were, respectively, observed for the upcon-
verting peaks (542, 655 nm) and downshifting (980, 1060 nm) 
emission peaks after surface passivation (Figure S5, Supporting 
Information). The dominant energy transfer and key emissive 
peaks after 808 nm excitation are illustrated in an energy-level 
diagram (Figure S6, Supporting Information).[8]

Surface modifications of Er@Nd@Y-NPs were performed 
to render good biocompatibility, high drug loading capacity, 
and effective NP trafficking to GBM cells in vitro and in vivo. 
We selected human serum albumin proteins, poly(acrylic 
acid), and poly(ethylene glycol) biopolymers because they 
are known to confer superior physicochemical properties.[9] 
We designed a synthetic route and performed various sur-
face modifications (Figure S7, Supporting Information). Fou-
rier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy confirmed the 
successful surface modifications from Er@Nd@Y-NPs to 
poly(acrylic acid)-coated@Er@Nd@Y (PAA-NPs) (Figure S8, 
Supporting Information). In addition, high-resolution TEM 
verified that PAA-NPs, human serum albumin and poly(acrylic 
acid)-coated@Er@Nd@Y (HSA-NPs), and BBB-crossing ANG2 
peptide-coated TL-NPs were uniform in size with diameters, 
≈38, 42, and 42 nm, respectively (Figure  2b and Figure S9, 
Supporting Information). Furthermore, we used dynamic light 
scattering measurements and verified the increase in hydrody-
namic diameters of surface-modified NPs (Figure 2c, Table S3, 
Supporting Information). Notably, TL-NPs exhibited good col-
loidal stability in biologically relevant media, suggesting that 
the hard human serum albumin proteins, covalently coated 
onto PAA-NPs, bestow NPs with stealth properties during sys-
temic circulation and block the undesirable, unbridled buildup 
of host serum proteins as seen previously (Figure S10, Sup-
porting Information).[10] Finally, the NP zeta potential was meas-
ured, and the results agreed with published values (Figure S11, 
Supporting Information).[11] Quantitative photoluminescence 
measurements detected 68 human serum albumin proteins 
and 51 ANG2 peptides on each HSA- and TL-NP, respectively 
(Figure S12, Supporting Information).
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We loaded doxorubicin (Dox) and chlorin e6 (Ce6) to 
render the functionalities of synergistic chemo-photody-
namic therapy. These drugs were selected because of their 
well-demonstrated clinical efficacy and potent antitumor 
effects.[12] The loading content and efficiency of Dox and 
Ce6 on our NPs were assessed with a maximum of ≈9% 
and 82% w/w, respectively (Table S4, Supporting Informa-
tion). Drug release profiles were assessed at physiological 
and GBM tumor microenvironments.[13] Notably, drugs were 
rapidly released at pH 5.0 but not at pH 7.4 (Figure S13, Sup-
porting Information). The drug loading onto TL-NPs showed 

no premature drug leakage following high-speed centrifuga-
tion (Figure S14, Supporting Information). We subsequently 
measured luminescence decay at 650 nm and validated 
resonance energy transfer to Ce6 in TLCe6- and TLDoxCe6-
NPs because their fluorescence decay lifetimes were 
decreased. The energy transfer efficiencies of TLCe6- and 
TLDoxCe6-NPs were calculated as 52% and 40%, respectively 
(Figure S15, Supporting Information). We examined the 
1O2 production using ABDA probes and confirmed its gen-
eration in Ce6- and TLDoxCe6-NPs (Figure S16, Supporting 
Information).

Adv. Mater. 2021, 2106194

Figure 1. Nanoparticle trafficking into U87-MG glioma cells and a metronomic nanoparticle (NP) regimen possessing anti-angiogenesis and directed, 
augmented antitumor effects. a) Design of TLDoxCe6-NPs and the NP intraveous trafficking route. TLDoxCe6-NPs were made of neodymium-based 
NPs, which were surface-modified with a layer of poly(acrylic acid) and human serum albumin proteins, covalently tethered poly(ethylene glycol), and 
conjugated with BBB and U87-MG-glioma-targeting ANG2 peptides. TLDoxCe6-NPs selectivity target overexpressed LRP1 receptors on BBB and glioma 
tumors via receptor-mediated transcytosis (RMT) across BBB and receptor-mediated endocytosis (RME) into U87-MG glioma cells. Continuous-wave 
808 nm excitation results in photochemical ionization that generates reactive oxygen species (ROS) intracellularly destabilizes and destroys the cell 
membrane, and renders the escape of TLDoxCe6-NPs. b) Schematic of the antitumor effects observed in the metronomic nanoparticle (MetNano) 
regimen, caused by the anti-angiogenesis effects on tumor endothelial cells and an augmented antitumor effect on glioma.
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Figure 2. Nanoparticle (NP) characterizations and in vitro and in vivo bioimaging studies supporting the fact that NPs traverse BBB and localize within 
the GBM tumors. a) High-angle annular dark-field imaging and elemental mapping of a single Er@Nd@Y-NP, indicating contrast differences between 
Nd and Y lanthanide dopants and the spatial distribution of Na, Y, F, Nd, and Yb elements in the Nd3+-based multishell nanostructure. Scale bar: 
30 nm. b) High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging of an as-synthesized TL-NP showing a diameter of ≈42 nm. c) Dynamic 
light scattering size distribution profiles of various surface-modified NPs. d,e) Bar graphs from flow cytometry analysis showed the percent cellular 
uptake of NPs into hCMEC/D3 and U87-MG cells, respectively. Percent cellular uptake is denoted by both R660-APC+ (Ce6) and Y610-mCHERRY+ (Dox) 
channels. Data represent means ± standard deviation (SD) (n = 3, biologically independent samples). The asterisk indicates that differences between 
the control groups are statistically significant based on an anaylsis of variance (ANOVA) test (****: p < 0.001, 1 = PBS, 2 = TL, 3 = HSADoxCe6-NPs, 
4 = block+TLDoxCe6-NPs, and 5 = TLDoxCe6-NPs). All drug concentrations were normalized to 0.05 mg mL−1 of TLDoxCe6-NPs. f) Bar diagram indi-
cating the relative amount of various NP control groups permeating across the in vitro BBB model, traversing across and entering the basolateral brain 
compartment, as determined from Dox fluorescence using a Dox calibration plot. Data represent means ± SD (n = 3, biologically independent samples). 
The asterisk indicates that differences between the control groups are statistically significant based on an ANOVA test (****: p < 0.001). g) Representa-
tive in vivo and ex vivo fluorescence and bioluminescence imaging of saline and TLCe6-NPs in an intracranial GBM mouse model. Mice and GBM brain 
imaging experiments were performed on day 13 post-tumor implantation. In vivo fluorescence detected at 680 nm under excitation at 640 nm for 5 s. 
Ex vivo epifluorescence imaging was performed under continuous-wave 808 nm excitation (0.2 W cm−2), and the downshifting 980 nm luminescence 
was detected using a 950 nm long-pass filter, 0.5 ms exposure. h) Representative ICP-MS biodistribution measurement of an in vivo orthotopic GBM 
mouse model following one-time intravenous injection of TL-NPs (20 mg kg−1) and saline (pH 7.4), and the major organs were harvested after 12 h. 
Data represent means ± SD (n = 3, biologically independent samples). The asterisk indicates that differences between saline and TL-NPs in the brain 
tumor are statistically significant, based on a two-tailed unpaired t-test (**: p < 0.01).
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2.2. Bioimaging Studies Confirm GBM NPs Traversed the BBB 
into the Interstitial Tumor Space In Vivo

We examined whether our GBM NPs could be endocytosed 
into GBM cells in vitro. Several studies have shown that the 
expression of low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 1 
receptors (LRP1) is vital for NP trafficking across BBB through 
receptor-mediated transcytosis (RMT) and receptor-mediated 
endocytosis (RME) through several key internalization pathways 
into GBM cells by binding to ANG2 peptides (TFFYGGSRG-
KRNNFKTEEY).[14] In agreement with previous results through 
direct immunofluorescence microscopy analysis, we verified 
the overexpression of LRP1 in human brain endothelial cells 
(hCMEC/D3) and human glioma (U87-MG) cells but not in 
HeLa cells (Figure S17, Supporting Information).[15] In addi-
tion, flow cytometry analysis showed the enhanced cellular 
uptake of TLDoxCe6-NPs into hCMEC/D3 and U87-MG cells, 
in part mediated by LRP1, because this uptake was reduced in 
the presence of free competing ANG2 peptides in the culture 
medium (Figure 2d,e and Figure S18, Supporting Information). 
Furthermore, both TL- and TLCe6-NPs did not affect the cell 
viability of hCMEC/D3 and U87-MG cells up to 400 µg mL−1 
after 48 h incubation, suggesting their good in vitro biocompat-
ibility (Figures S19 and S20, Supporting Information). We next 
evaluated the permeability effect of GBM NPs using an in vitro 
BBB model wherein the transendothelial electrical resistance 
(TEER) values provided a readout of the integrity of tight junc-
tions at the BBB (Figure S21, Supporting Information). The 
measured optimal TEER values (>200 Ω cm−2) indicate no com-
promise in BBB integrity in vitro, which is in agreement with 
published data for BBB transcytosis study.[16] Importantly, Dox 
fluorometric analyses suggested that TLDoxCe6-NPs traversed 
BBB more efficiently (>2-fold) than other control groups after 
14 h incubation (Figure 2f). We further examined the ability of 
our NPs to target the GBM microenvironment in vivo. We used 
a well-established method to transplant firefly luciferase-labeled 
U87-MG GBM cells into athymic nude mouse brains that ena-
bled us to monitor GBM growth noninvasively via biolumines-
cence signals.[11] On day 13 following tumor transplantation, we 
administered saline or TLCe6-NPs to the mice via a tail-vein 
injection and detected a strong emissive fluorescence from 
TLCe6-NPs at the 8 h time-point, but only negligible signals 
from the saline group (Figure 2g). Notably, there was colocaliza-
tion of Ce6 fluorescence from TLCe6-NPs and the tumor biolu-
minescence, suggesting that TLCe6-NPs successfully localized 
within GBM tumors. To precisely demonstrate that TLCe6 
fluorescence emanated from within brain tumors, we care-
fully extracted the brains of the same tumor-bearing mice and 
performed ex vivo epifluorescence near-infrared bioimaging. 
The brains of TLCe6-NPs treated mice gave strong 980 nm 
downshifting luminescence signals under 808 nm excitation, 
whereas minimal signals were detected in the saline group. 
Moreover, the designed nanotheranostic GBM NPs can provide 
valuable data on the precise location after intravenous admin-
istration. We also examined the biodistribution of TL-NPs in 
comparison with saline using inductively coupled plasma mass 
spectrometry (ICP-MS) analysis. Of note, we detected a rela-
tively high Nd content from our NPs in the liver, and an ele-
vated amount in the brain tumors of the tumor-bearing mice, 

suggesting a good target selectivity of our TL-NPs in the GBM 
tumors (Figure  2h and Figure S22, Supporting Information). 
The high accumulation of TL-NPs within the liver is similar 
to that reported in other studies because of the large amount 
of NPs being sequestered by Kupffer cells.[17] Collectively, these 
bioimaging results provided macroscopic evidence to support 
the successful trafficking of NPs to traverse BBB and localize 
into the regions surrounding the implanted GBM tumors.

2.3. NP Trafficking into GBM and Endolysosomal Escape by 
Photochemical Ionization In Vivo

We examined the intravenously administered NPs using high-
resolution TEM to determine whether transplanted GBM cells 
in an intracranial mouse model could endocytose NPs in vivo 
and study their underlying intracellular trafficking fate. Typi-
cally, in LRP1-mediated RME, clathrin predominantly mediates 
the cellular uptake of specific cargos, include proteins, NPs, 
metabolites, and viruses, by the invagination of the plasma 
membrane, a process known as the clathrin-mediated endocy-
tosis (CME) pathway.[14c,18] In addition, there is strong evidence 
to suggest that major endocytosis pathways would lead to the 
formation of nanoparticle-containing early endosomes that are 
eventually sorted and matured into lysosomes.[14c] Therefore, 
we first examined the in vitro intracellular fate of TLDoxCe6-
NPs undergoing LRP1-mediated RME in U87-MG cells 
(Figure 3a). Using a high magnification colocalization fluores-
cence experiment, we demonstrated that TLDoxCe6-NPs were 
found predominantly in the late endosomes and lysosomes 
after incubation for 8 h (Figure S23, Supporting Information). 
Of note, there was also an observable binding of free Dox to 
topoisomerase II protein in the nucleus.

To further study in vivo NP trafficking into GBM cells upon 
intravenous administration, we analyzed the extracted tumor-
bearing brain sections by TEM that enabled us to probe the 
ultrastructure level with a resolution of 2 nm.[3b] We then 
scanned for cellular regions with glioma-like characteristics 
that comprise unusual organelle or cellular morphologies. Of 
note, we found regions with an abnormally large nucleolus, 
with irregularities and invaginations of the nuclear envelope 
(Figure S24, Supporting Information).[19] Other crucial evidence 
included the presence of numerous lipid droplets, which accu-
mulated near the mitochondria, and the abnormal swollen 
mitochondrial morphology, with irregular and haphazard 
cristae arrangements. These findings concurred with published 
ultrastructure images that support the notion that NP localiza-
tion is in glioma regions.[20] We scrutinized these glioma-like 
areas for NPs. Of note, our NPs were found within these gli-
oma-like cellular regions, entrapped in either endosomes or 
lysosomes (Figure  3b–d). The observed endosomes appeared 
single membrane-bound spherical- or tubular-shaped, which 
is in agreement with reported ultrastructure images.[21] We 
also concurred with the identified morphologies of lysosomes, 
which have a single membrane and spherical morphology 
with regions of circular electron-rich dark patterns.[21] TEM 
imaging of other regions also showed that NPs were distrib-
uted in clusters within GBM endosomes and lysosomes. These 
results agree with published data that NP clusters can form 

Adv. Mater. 2021, 2106194
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after permeation in the cell membrane.[22] In addition, the NP 
localization in endosomes and lysosomes reflects endocytosis at 
different durations, given that NPs in endosomes would even-
tually be fused with lysosomes.[14c,23]

We next investigated the possibility of NPs to undertake 
endolysosomal escape via photochemical ionization (PCI). 
This process involved the induction of oxidative damage to 
the endolysosomal cell membranes by reactive oxygen spe-
cies (ROS) to destabilize the membrane and cause leakage. We 
first confirmed the generation of singlet oxygen 1O2 ROS using 
a U87-MG cell in vitro experiment and found that significant 
intracellular 1O2 was generated in TLDoxCe6-NPs + 808 nm 
excitation as observed from the green luminescence but not in 
other control groups (Figure S25, Supporting Information). To 
induce intracellular 1O2 in vivo, we irradiated the transplanted 
glioma region of the orthotopic GBM mice with a continuous-
wave 808 nm laser at 1 W cm−2 for 20 min after 12 h post-tail-
vein injection. Of note, TEM images showed that the systemic 
administered NPs were found either outside the endosomes or 
lysosomes, suggesting that they had undergone endolysosomal 
escape into the cytosol (Figure 3e–g). We also estimated that the 

size of GBM NPs remained essentially unchanged (≈42 nm) on 
the basis of counting 300 NPs from at least 6 different regions, 
suggesting negligible degradation and good colloidal stability 
(Figure S26, Supporting Information).

2.4. Optimized MetNano Regimen Supports an Augmented 
Antitumor Effect on U87-MG In Vitro

We investigated implications from the direct observation of 
NPs that were endocytosed into U87-MG cells in vivo. Recently, 
several studies have administered drug-encapsulating NPs 
metronomically at 1/10 to 1/3 of the maximum tolerated dose 
(MTD) without prolonged drug-free breaks for various tumors, 
including glioblastoma (Table S2, Supporting Information). 
This paradigm shift is attractive because of its ability to control 
tumor growth without the need for substantial accumulation of 
NPs within tumors.[3a,5d] However, the antitumor mechanisms 
remain poorly understood. A majority of MetNano regimens 
suggest that NPs mainly target the endothelial cells of the 
tumor vasculature to exert an anti-angiogenesis effect, which 

Adv. Mater. 2021, 2106194

Figure 3. Direct observation using the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigations of GBM brain sections treated with nanoparticles (NPs). 
a) Schematic indicating various underlying fates of intravenously administered NPs: Clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME), photochemical ionization 
endo-lysosomal escape (PCI-ELE), and endocytic recycling (ER). b) TEM ultrastructure analysis supporting that NPs undergo endosome maturation 
within U87-MG glioma cells and form clusters. c,d) Various glioma regions of different GBM brain sections showing the internalization and sorting of 
NPs into endosomes (En) before maturing into lysosomes (L). e–g) TEM ultrastructure analysis of regions where NPs have undergone photochemical 
ionization and induced endolysosomal escape (PCI-ELE). Magnified images are shown (pink box). The estimated average diameter of NPs in these 
images matched the diameters of the as-synthesized GBM NPs of ≈42 nm (n = 300 NPs). This was taken from at least 6 different brain tumor regions 
from various extracted brain-tissue samples.
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presumably accounts for their antitumor effect. However, it is 
unclear whether drug-encapsulated NPs could directly exert an 
augmented antitumor effect on GBM cells.

We evaluated the cytotoxic effects of various MetNano 
regimens on hCMEC/D3 and U87-MG cells to assess the 

contribution of antitumor effects caused by anti-angiogenesis 
and direct antitumor effects on GBM in vitro (Figure  4a). 
We first optimized the crucial parameters to improve overall 
therapeutic efficacy against U87-MG cells. Notably, the 808 
nm laser had a negligible heating effect on U87-MG cells, 

Adv. Mater. 2021, 2106194

Figure 4. Optimized MetNano regimen supports augmented antitumor effect on glioma in vitro. a) A schematic diagram showing no treatment effects 
(left), anti-angiogenesis effect on tumor endothelial cells (middle), and augmented antitumor effect directly on glioma (right). b) Dose-response curves 
examining the anti-angiogenesis effect against the hCMEC/D3 cell line ranging from 0 to 100 µg mL−1. c) Dose-response curves studying the anti-
glioma effects against the U87-MG cell line ranging from 0 to 400 µg mL−1. IC50 values were calculated using Prism software by plotting log(inhibitor) 
versus response-variable slope (four parameters). Each concentration value within the control groups is represented as mean ± SD (n = 3, biologically 
independent samples, each concentration represented by 5 wells). d) Tabulated IC50 values of various control groups in both hCMEC/D3 and U87-MG 
cell lines. e) Cell viabilities of U87-MG cells of various control groups incubated at the single high dose (SHD) fixed at 50 µg mL−1 of TLDoxCe6, and 
all treatment groups were normalized to ensure the same drug concentration for comparison (1 = saline, 2 = laser (x1), 3 = SHD TL, 4 = SHD TLDox, 5 
= SHD TLCe6+laser, 6 = SHD TLDoxCe6+laser, 7 = MetNano TLDoxCe6 (1/5 SHD)+laser (x 5)). The error bars shown are means ± SD (n = 3, biologi-
cally independent samples). The asterisk indicates that differences between the control groups are statistically significant using an ANOVA test (***: 
p < 0.001, ****: p < 0.001). f) A bar diagram indicating the intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) fold increase for various control groups relative 
to the saline control group. The error bars shown are means ± SD (n = 3, biologically independent samples). The asterisk indicates that differences 
between the control groups are statistically significant using an ANOVA test (**: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001, ****: p < 0.001). g) Representative bar graph 
from flow cytometric analyses showing percent apoptotic cells in various control groups. Assessments were performed using cell populations that fell 
within the Annexin V+ and PI+ quadrant. Data represent means ± SD (n = 3, biologically independent samples). The asterisk indicates that differences 
between the control groups are statistically significant using an ANOVA test (***: p < 0.001, ****: p < 0.001). h) Western blot data on the γ-H2AX of 
various treatment control groups, with vinculin as the control.
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consistent with published data (Figure S27, Supporting Infor-
mation).[24] We further determined the optimal photodynamic 
therapy (PDT) parameters of TLCe6-NPs with sufficient 
cytotoxicity. The single high dose (SHD), therapeutic laser 
exposure, and power density were 50 µg mL−1, 20 min, and 
1 W cm−2, respectively. We next discovered a dose-dependent 
reduction in the cell viability of U87-MG with TLDox-NPs 
treatment with an optimal SHD at 50 µg mL−1. We deter-
mined IC50 values that involved various MetNano regimens 
due to data paucity. We studied the dose response on hCMEC/
D3 in vitro to ascertain the anti-angiogenesis effect on brain 
endothelial cells using various MetNano regimens.[25] The cell 
viability of hCMEC/D3 was 12-fold lower comparing the one-
fifth SHD MetNano regimen to the SHD TLDoxCe6+laser reg-
imen (Figure  4b). We also quantified the apoptotic response 
of hCMEC/D3 with our treatment arms, which showed 
similar trends as our cell viability data when normalized at 
the same drug concentrations across various control groups 
(Figures S28 and S29, Supporting Information). Our find-
ings were not surprising, given that others have shown that 
endothelial cells are sensitive to low-dose chemotherapeutics 
for prolonged duration.[26] Remarkably, we also found that the 
SHD TLDoxCe6+laser regimen was less efficacious than the 
one-fifth SHD MetNano regimen, suggesting that prolonged 
exposure to chemotherapeutics plays a critical role. Previous 
studies have also validated that drug exposure duration is a 
key parameter in causing cell death, which enables long-term 
tumor control with minimal host toxicity without the rapid 
onset of drug resistance.[26a,27]

We studied the dose response on U87-MG cells in vitro and 
found that the antiglioma efficacy of SHD regimens was not 
comparable to our findings in hCMEC/D3 cells. We attempted 
various MetNano regimens to determine the optimal dose and 
schedule. Notably, only the one-fifth SHD MetNano regimen 
resulted in a 1.3-fold greater cell viability reduction of U87-MG 
cells than with the SHD TLDoxCe6+laser regimen (Figure 4c,d). 
Although the antitumor effects were marginal, our in vivo 
ultrastructure data and in vitro U87-MG results provided strong 
evidence that supports an augmented antitumor effect directly 
on GBM cells by the endocytosed drug-encapsulated NPs, 
and this new insight was not addressed previously (Table S2, 
Supporting Information). We hypothesize that a metronomic 
administration involving a cocktail of encapsulated chemo-
therapeutic drugs within NPs that target the intrinsic cellular 
signaling pathways could further improve the antitumor effects 
against GBM cells, as exemplified in recent studies involving 
small molecular chemotherapuetics.[28] There were no observ-
able effects with the one-third or one-eighth SHD MetNano 
regimens, which suggests that the effective therapeutic dose 
was not achieved. Thus, we focused on the one-fifth SHD Met-
Nano regimen (hereafter referred to as the MetNano regimen) 
in subsequent experiments.

To confirm the antitumor effect from the MetNano regimen, 
we performed a cell viability comparison experiment and fixed 
the dose at 50 µg mL−1 of SHD TLDoxCe6+laser regimen along 
with the rest of the regimens, which had the same equivalent 
drug dose (Figure  4e). The dual treatment modality yielded a 
synergistic 2-fold improvement in efficacy over the single treat-
ment modalities across various SHD regimens. Moreover, the 

MetNano regimen had enhanced cytotoxicity compared with 
the SHD TLDoxCe6+laser regimen. Previous studies have indi-
cated that both Dox- and chlorin E6-activated PDT can generate 
ROS to cause tumor cytotoxicity.[29] ROS measurements showed 
that the relative intracellular ROS levels within each treatment 
arm correlated with the trends of the cell viability and IC50 
experiments (Figure  4f). In particular, we found an intracel-
lular ROS level of 1.2-fold higher in the MetNano regimen rela-
tive to the SHD TLDoxCe6+laser regimen. We then examined 
cell death populations in U87-MG cells and found similar pat-
terns with an apoptosis level of 1.4-fold higher in the MetNano 
regimen than the SHD TLDoxCe6+laser regimen (Figure S30, 
Supporting Information). Both Dox- and chlorin-e6-activated 
PDT can also induce DNA double-stranded breaks, resulting 
in the phosphorylation of the H2AX histone (γH2AX).[30] We 
performed western blot analysis, and the results showed that 
the γH2AX levels were in agreement with the cell viability and 
IC50 trends (Figure  4g).[31] Notably, γH2AX expression in the 
MetNano regimen was relatively lower than that in the SHD 
regimens, which involved TLDoxCe6+laser, TLCe6+laser, and 
TLDox regimens. We reasoned that this could be attributed 
to the relatively lower intracellular Dox and ROS exposure in 
the fractionated MetNano regimen than the SHD regimens, 
and chronically elevated ROS has been shown to cause H2AX 
protein degradation and the associated decrease of intracellular 
γH2AX proteins.[32]

2.5. Enhanced Therapeutic Efficacy of the MetNano Regimen in 
an Orthotopic GBM Xenograft Model

We first examined the MTD of GBM NPs in non-tumor-
bearing nude mice based on published protocols.[33] The 
results showed that these GBM NPs were well-tolerated, 
even at a high dose of 100 mg kg−1 (≈1.50 × 1013 NPs), which 
falls within the typical dose range for tumor mouse model 
studies[17b] (Figure S31, Supporting Information). The body 
weight, sensory, and motor behavioral patterns of the mice 
were within an acceptable range relative to the saline control, 
suggesting the lack of acute toxicity effects. However, severe 
acute toxicity with a sudden weight loss was noted at the  
150 mg kg−1 dose (≈2.24 × 1013 NPs) across all GBM NP control 
groups, indicating 100 mg kg−1 as MTD. We next evaluated the 
in vivo optimized dose to exert the therapeutic efficacy. We 
then tested the range from 5 to 20 mg kg−1 and showed that 
the optimized minimum dose was 20 mg kg−1 (Figure S32, 
Supporting Information). The 20 mg kg−1 dose inhibited GBM 
growth for at least 3 days, suggesting that a dosing schedule 
once every 3 days is feasible. We also examined the therapeutic 
efficacy in glioma-bearing mice, and they were divided into 
two groups: nondrug and drug (Figure 5a,b and Figure S33: 
Supporting Information). We chose the time period of 3 days 
in the MetNano regimen because several studies have shown 
the lengthy in vivo half-life duration of pegylated albumin NPs 
and sustained drug release that simulated the metronomic 
chemotherapy regimen without drug-free periods.[9b,c,34] As 
expected, the nondrug group yielded the highest biolumines-
cence 4 days post-treatment than the drug group. Comparing 
the average tumor increase in bioluminescence at the 4th day 
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Figure 5. MetNano regimen shows enhanced efficacy compared with MTD regimen using an intracranial human GBM mouse model. a) Schematic of 
timeline comparing the treatment schedules of an optimized MetNano regimen with a single MTD regimen at the same cumulative dose (100 mg kg−1).  
b) Representative luciferase bioluminescence images of various treatment arms. Non-drug group: saline, laser (x5), MTD TL, and drug group: MTD TLDox, 
MTD TLCe6 + laser, MTD TLDoxCe6 + laser, MetNano regimen: MetNano (1/5 MTD) + laser (x5), administered five times and every 3 days. MTD was 
fixed at TLDoxCe6 NPs, and all the treatment arms were normalized to ensure the same drug concentration for comparison. Images were taken on 0, 4, 9, 
and 15 days after the commencement of treatment on day 13. c) Relative tumor growth based on bioluminescence for all treatment arms. Relative tumor 
growth from bioluminescence signals using total flux (p/s). Data represent means ± SD (n = 5). d–f) Average tumor fold increase in tumor biolumines-
cence from baseline (day 13, the start of treatment): d) 4 days e) 9 days, and f) 15 days post-treatment. The error bars shown are means ± SD (n = 5). 
The asterisk indicates that differences in the MetNano and the MTD regimens are statistically significant, using a two-tailed unpaired t-test (**: p < 0.01).  
g) Bodyweight changes measurements for various treatment arms. h) Kaplan–Meier survival plots of various treatment arms. The experiment was performed 
using 5 mice per treatment arm and examined for statistical significance. A log-rank (Mantel–Cox) test was performed on the survival plots (**: p < 0.01).
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post-treatment, the nondrug group was ≈15-fold higher, but 
the drug group was only ≈2.5-fold higher, indicative of reduced 
tumor growth (Figure  5c,d). Both MTD TLDoxCe6 + laser 
and MetNano regimens featured relatively strong antiglioma 
effects compared with monotherapies involving MTD TLDox 
and MTD TLCe6+laser, 9 days post-treatment (Figure  5e). 
Notably, the average tumor bioluminescence increase at 15 
days post-treatment in the case of the MTD TLDoxCe6+laser 
regimen was ≈53-fold, but in the case of the MetNano reg-
imen was only ≈15-fold, showing an almost 3.5-fold improve-
ment in the overall efficacy (Figure 5f). We reasoned that the 
enhanced in vivo antitumor efficacy by the MetNano regimen 
could be due to the remodeling of the tumor microenviron-
ment and normalization of the glioma vasculatures, which 
resulted in an enhanced nanoparticle delivery and distribution 
within tumors, which was shown in a previous study.[35] To 
validate this, we performed additional in vivo BBB penetration 
into glioma studies comparing MetNano and MTD regimens 
using the same net accumulative dose of 100 mg kg−1 and 
confirmed the improved delivery of our TLDoxCe6-NPs into 
glioma of MetNano regimen, which accounted for enhanced 
therapeutic efficacy (Figure S34, Supporting Information). 
However, glioma suppression was temporary, with tumor 
recurrence upon treatment termination. The glioma-bearing 
nude mice treated in the nondrug group also demonstrated 
significant body weight loss reflecting the intensifying brain 
damage and appetite loss as GBM progressed (Figure 5g). By 
contrast, marginal weight changes were found in the drug 
group, suggesting that the treatments were efficacious in 
inhibiting GBM growth without any acute toxicity. Survival 
analyses demonstrated improved survival in the MetNano 
regimen compared with the MTD TLDoxCe6+laser regimen 
(Figure  5h). Furthermore, the in vivo toxicity of the treat-
ment arms was studied using histological tissue hematoxylin 
and eosin staining. In agreement with the measured body 
weights, neither pathological changes nor inflammatory infil-
trate markers were observed even with various MTD treatment 
arms, suggesting a high in vivo biocompatibility (Figure S35, 
Supporting Information).

To further validate bioluminescence results, we performed 
immunofluorescence microscopy analysis of extracted brain 
sections in each of the drug group controls. At 9 days post-
treatment, the mouse brains were sectioned and stained 
for the markers of apoptotic cell death (TUNEL), prolifera-
tion rate (Ki67) and microvessel density for endothelial cells 
(CD31). Tumors treated with the MetNano regimen showed the 
highest level of apoptosis relative to the other treatment arms 
(Figure S36, Supporting Information). Accordingly, cell pro-
liferation was also the lowest in the mouse tumors that were 
subjected to the MetNano regimen, as revealed by Ki67 immu-
nostaining (Figure S37, Supporting Information). We further 
examined CD31 and discovered a significant reduction of tumor 
endothelial cells in the MetNano regimen compared with other 
MTD regimens. This validated a potent anti-angiogenesis effect 
by the MetNano regimen (Figure S38, Supporting Information). 
Taken together, these results indicate the safe use as well as the 
enhanced in vivo therapeutic efficacy of the MetNano regimen 
compared with the MTD regimens in an orthotopic GBM xeno-
graft mouse model.

3. Conclusions

This study presents direct evidence of systemically admin-
istered NPs that traverse BBB and were endocytosed into the 
lysosomes of transplanted glioblastoma cells in an orthotopic 
GBM xenograft mouse model, which was followed by lysosomal 
escape upon photochemical ionization. We showed strong evi-
dence to support that the antitumor mechanisms of optimized 
MetNano regimens were caused by an anti-angiogenesis and 
augmented antitumor effects; the latter were not recognized in 
previous MetNano regimen studies. We further showed that the 
MetNano regimen elicited a 3.5-fold therapeutic response com-
pared with the MTD regimen in vivo and suppressed tumor 
cell proliferation, increased apoptosis, and reduced tumor 
angiogenesis. Thus, our study provides strong evidence for the 
possible application of MetNano regimens to treat GBM and 
possibly other advanced-stage solid tumors.

4. Experimental Section
The experimental details are provided in the Supporting Information.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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